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Abstract. We present results from EUVE measurements obtained during the all-sky 
survey of interplanetary and geocoronal He I 584-• emission. The data consist of count 
rates from the long wavelength spectrometer and the long wavelength photometric band 
(520-750 •) of scanner C obtained over a 1-year period from July 1992 to July 1993. 
During this period, EUVE was in survey mode so that the scanners made 5 ø x 360 ø 
sweeps of the sky in a plane perpendicular to the Sun-Earth line, while the spectrometers 
were aligned with the antisolar direction. The interplanetary He I signal is morphologically 
consistent with previous observations with similar observing geometry, such as Prognoz 6 
[Dalaudier et al., 1984]. However, unlike the Prognoz 6 data, the EUVE measurements 
were made from low Earth orbit (520 km) and so contain geocoronal emission as well. As 
a result, along sight lines where the relative speed between the interplanetary wind and 
the Earth is at a minimum, extinction of the interplanetary signal through resonance 
scattering by the He geocorona occurs. We believe this to be the first detection of line 
extinction of the local interstellar He wind emissions by the geocorona. We find that the 
geocoronal extinction signatures provide a new means of determining the interstellar He 
wind vector and emission line profile and add further constraints on the values of other 
interplanetary and solar He parameters and the morphology of the He geocorona. On the 
basis of model fits of the observed interplanetary emission and geocoronal extinction, we 
determine values for the interplanetary wind ecliptic longitude X = 76.0 _+ 0.4 ø, latitude 
rb = -5.4 _+ 0.6 ø (downwind direction), speed v0 = 26.4 _+ 1.5 km s -•, and temperature 
T o - 6900 _+ 600 K. In addition, assumoing an interplanetary He density of 0.01 cm -3, 
we determine an average solar He I 584-A line center flux of 1.4 _+ 0.3 x 10 •ø photons 
cm -2 s -• •t -• for the data analyzed here. 

1. Introduction 

Local interstellar He passes through the heliosphere and is 
subject to gravitational perturbation and ionization as it flows 
past the Sun, resulting in spatial variations in density, velocity, 
and temperature. The properties of the interstellar He in the 
heliosphere have been studied through resonantly scattered 
solar EUV radiation and in situ particle measurements. More 
specifically, interplanetary He has been observed from subor- 
bital rockets, Earth-orbiting satellites, and interplanetary 
probes through the use of He absorption cells, EUV photom- 
eters and spectrometers, and charged and neutral particle de- 
tectors since 1970 (see, for example, Dalaudier et al. [1984] and 
MObius et al. [1995] for summaries of past measurements). 
Through the use of models the information obtained from 
measurements of the interplanetary He has been extrapolated 
to conditions outside the heliosphere to gain insight into the 
properties of the local interstellar medium (ISM). 

In addition to measurements of interplanetary He, other 
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investigations have focused on interplanetary H and nearby 
interstellar H absorption [e.g., Bertaux et al., 1985; Bertin et al., 
1993]. Unlike He, H is expected to be significantly affected by 
its passage through the heliopause and is thought to undergo 
deceleration and heating [e.g., Lallement, 1993]. Therefore it is 
of great importance to studies of the local ISM and its inter- 
action with the heliopause to obtain parameter values for in- 
terplanetary He and H that are as precise as possible. 

We present first results from EUVE [Bowyer and Malina, 
1991] observations of interplanetary He obtained from July 
1992 to July 1993. Our data fall into the category of EUV 
scattering observations but with an important distinction from 
satellite observations such as Prognoz 6 [Dalaudier et al., 1984] 
in that our data were taken from low Earth orbit. Although the 
addition of geocoronal He emission to the measured signal 
may be seen as a complication for studies of interplanetary He, 
the added effect of geocoronal extinction of interplanetary He 
emission measured by EUVE provides an independent 
method for determining some He wind vector components. 

2. Instrumentation and Observations 

The EUVE spacecraft has four telescopes that feed seven 
science instruments, consisting of four photometric imaging 
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Table 1. Instrumentation 

Instrument Passband, • Field of View fl, sr A eff, a cm 2 
, , 

Scanner C (SC) 519-742 2.1 øb 8.0 X 10 -4 0.43 
Long wavelength 280-760 2.1 ø x 20' 1.3 X 10 -4 0.18 

spectrometer (LW) 

Pointing 

scanning c 
antisolar 

aEffective area at 584 •. 
bField of view is a quadrant of a 2.1ø-radius circular aperture. 
CPlane perpendicular to the antisolar direction. 

systems and three spectrometers with overlapping spectral 
ranges. Three of the telescopes illuminate the scanner imagers 
and the fourth is devoted to the deep survey imager and spec- 
trometers. The three scanners are coaligned with a boresight 
oriented 90 ø from the deep survey/spectrometer boresight, 
which was oriented in the antisolar direction when the data 

presented here were obtained. Details of the EUVE instru- 
mentation are given by Bowyer and Malina [1991] and Sirk et al. 
[1997] and references therein. 

All data presented here were obtained with the EUVE scan- 
ners and the long wavelength spectrometer during the survey 
phase of the mission from July 1992 to July 1993 (Table 1). 
Each of the three scanners has a -•5 ø circular field of view 

(FOV) that is divided into four separate broad-band filter 
quadrants. Scanners A and B have identical filter combinations 
sensitive to the range 70-290/!•, and scanner C (SC) operates 
over the longer wavelengths 400-750/!•. In particular, the two 
tin filter quadrants of SC, with passbands of 520-750/!•, are 
sensitive to He I 584-/!• emission. The long wavelength spec- 
trometer (LW) is sensitive to both He 1584-• and He II 304-• 
lines. Extraction of only the 584-/!• emission is described below. 

The primary phase of the EUVE all-sky survey, which was 
designed to detect distant point sources (e.g., late-type stars 
and white dwarfs), spanned the period July 24, 1992, to Janu- 
ary 22, 1993. The scanners swept out 5ø-wide great circles 
(divided into ---2ø-wide quadrants) across the sky each orbit, 
with the great circle precessing by ---1 ø day -• about the ecliptic 
polar axis as the Earth orbited the Sun (Figure 1). The in- 
tended result is that a great circle observed on a particular date 
is identical to the great circle observed 6 months later. Thus a 
survey of distant sources could be completed in 6 months. 
However, several observing gaps, ranging from 3 to 9 days in 
length, occurred at various times during the primary phase of 
the survey, necessitating the addition of several 2- to 10-day 
observing periods from January 1993 to July 1993 in order to 
obtain complete sky coverage (Figure 2). Ideally, because of 
the severe effects of orbital parallax for this relatively local 
phenomenon, observations of the interplanetary 584-/!• emis- 
sion are best made continuously for a 1-year period. Hence, 
although the entire survey spanned 1 year, several large time 
gaps exist in the EUVE data set. 

During the all-sky survey, EUVE was in a 28ø-inclined, 520- 
km-high orbit. The orbital period was 95 min, and the spin 
period was ---30 min during the survey so that EUVE made one 
complete rotation during each observing (nighttime) portion 

1 

of an orbit (---• of an orbit). 

3. Data Analysis 
The EUVE scanner and deep survey instruments all have 

imaging capability. However, to reduce the volume of infor- 
mation to process for this initial study and because the He 

emission is a diffuse source, we have opted to treat the instru- 
ments as nonimaging photometers. The form of the data is 
then integrated counts from each quadrant reported every 
2.048 s. 

As measures of He I 584-/!• emission, we have extracted 
count rates from SC quadrant 0 (tin) and LW quadrant 1. We 
assume, based on inspection, that the 584-• counts extracted 
suffer negligible contamination from other emission lines, such 
as He I Ly/3 (537/! 0 [Jelinsky et al., 1995] and point sources. 
For geometrical simplicity we will present SC data only from 
quadrant 0, which is more closely aligned with the scan path 
than is quadrant 1 but offset from the SC boresight by 0.88 ø 
along the scan path. The 0.88 ø offset was determined by com- 
puting the centroid in the scan direction of an image of star 
•CMa constructed from the all-sky survey. Because of the 
insensitivity of our SC data to changes in the longitudinal 
direction (_1_ the scan path; see discussion below), the small 
longitudinal offset of quadrant 0 from the SC boresight is 
considered to be insignificant. We also extracted scanner A 

EUVE Observing Geometry 

Scanner Look Direction 

Earth Limb 

EUVE 

Anti-Sun Direction 

(Deep Survey/ 
Spectrometers) 

EUVE Orbit 

Figure 1. During the all-sky survey, the EUVE scanners 
made 360 ø sweeps of the sky in a plane perpendicular to the 
antisolar direction. The scan azimuth is defined as 0 ø when the 

scanners were pointed at ecliptic north and increases in the 
direction of Earth's orbital motion, as illustrated by the indi- 
cated sense of rotation about the antisolar (deep survey and 
spectrometer) look direction. 
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He Wind 

Figure 2. Survey periods are indicated as bold segments of Earth's orbit. The origin and sense of Earth 
ecliptic longitude (X.) is indicated. Also shown is a schematic of interstellar He in the inner heliosphere 
viewed from north of the ecliptic plane. The trajectories of neutral He passing through the solar system are 
modified by the Sun's gravity, resulting in a "focusing cone" in the downwind direction. The unperturbed wind 
vector lies nearly in the ecliptic plane, pointing toward ecliptic longitude -•75 ø, corresponding to a December 
antisolar direction. The positions of Earth corresponding to analyzed EUVE scanner data periods are 
indicated by open circles on Earth's orbit. 

(SA) quadrant 1 (lexan/boron) count rate as a measure of 
detector background (typically <1% of the tin band signal). 
Studies of count rates from detector areas not exposed to the 
sky and of Al/C filter data in which there is no He II 304-• 
plasmaspheric emission (e.g., the antisolar direction) indicate 
that the lexan/boron quadrant count rate is a good measure of 
detector background for the other quadrants. The exceptions 
to this finding are other lexan/boron quadrants containing 
known pinhole leaks and times of high particle flux (e.g., pas- 
sage through the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA)). In such 
cases, SA quadrant 1 does not track the background level in 
the SC tin quadrants as well, so we have limited our analysis to 
data during which the SA quadrant 1 count rate was constant 
and <10 counts s -•. 

After subtraction of detector background using SA quadrant 
1, the count rate data from SC quadrant 0 were converted to 
Rayleighs by 

B = 106fiA e R (count s-•) -•, (1) 
where fl = 8.02 x 10 -4 sr is the solid angle of SC quadrant 0 
corrected for vignetting and A e = 0.45 cm 2 is the effective 
area of the same quadrant at 584 • (SC geometric area is 407 
cm2). The calibration factor B gives an instrument sensitivity of 
29 _+ 6 counts s -• R -•. 

Plate 1 shows the distribution of He I 584-• brightness 
measured during orbital night by SC over the course of the 
year-long survey. Visible in the image are emission from inter- 
planetary and geocoronal He and extinction due to resonance 
scattering by geocoronal He. The origin of Earth ecliptic lon- 
gitude (X.) corresponds to when the antisolar direction is 
toward the vernal equinox (late September) and increases in 
Earth's orbital direction (Figure 2). The scanner scan plane, 
which is perpendicular to the antisolar direction, is defined by 
X• and the scan azimuth (•o), which equals 0 ø at ecliptic north 
and increases initially in Earth's orbital direction. Interplane- 
tary He emission is visible as smooth, ---30- to 60ø-wide features 
in the ecliptic plane at •o -• 90 ø over ha • -15 ø to 60 ø and at 
•o --- 270 ø over ha -• 90ø-150 ø. Superimposed on the He wind 
emissions is the He 1 584-• signal from the geocorona, which 
is present as an overall continuum, with brightenings near 

orbital dawn and dusk. Note also the signature of extinction by 
the geocorona, visible as latitudinally narrow brightness de- 
creases at •o values of ---180 ø and ---360 ø over X. • 120ø-270 ø. 
Periods during which EUVE was not in survey mode are visible 
as black columns in Plate 1 spanning the entire •o range. Black 
regions with smaller •o extent occur near orbital dawn/dusk and 
are due to our restriction that the local zenith distance of the 

SC look direction be less than 90 ø. 

For the purpose of analysis of the SC data, we have selected 
six observing periods during which the downwind He focusing 
cone was detected (Table 2). From each of the six periods, 
8-23 orbits were averaged to increase signal to noise. Because 
the scanner quadrants have -•2 ø FOVs, we were careful to 
average contiguous orbits together over a time period during 
which the viewing geometry changed by <1.5 ø . Such limited 
averages were chosen to minimize the smearing of data due to 
parallax effects and to minimize the effects of 27-day solar 
variations. 

Interplanetary and geocoronal He I 584-• counts were ex- 
tracted from the LW quadrant 1 data in a manner similar to 
that of scanner data shown in Plate 1. Rather than constructing 
spectrographic images from photon event data, we have ex- 
tracted count rates from the short wavelength spectrometer 
(SW), quadrant 0 and LW, quadrant 1. The SW spectrometer 
is sensitive to the same wavelength range as the SA lexan/ 
boron quadrants and similarly records only detector back- 
ground counts. The LW quadrant 1 count rate partitions 
roughly evenly between diffuse He 1 584-• and detector back- 
ground counts. As with SA and SC, other diffuse and point- 
source emissions are generally negligible contributors to the 
total SW and LW count rates. By scaling the detector area of 
SW quadrant 0 (by 0.63) to the detector area of LW quadrant 
1 and subtracting, the LW detector background was effectively 
removed, leaving the He I signal. As a check of this procedure, 
the same method was applied to the medium wavelength spec- 
trometer (MW), quadrant 1, which is dominated by resonantly 
scattered solar He II 304-• photons and detector background. 
Because the spectrometers were pointed in the antisolar direc- 
tion during the survey, the MW line of sight was shadowed by 
the Earth and no 304-• resonance scattering by the plasmas- 
phere is expected. Indeed, using the SW quadrant 0 counts, 
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All-Sky Survey, Scanner C 

' (--- xtinc io,, 

270 

180 J :"{ } Ex ,,,. 

90 

0 

0 90 180 270 360 

Earth Ecliptic Longitude C) 
Plate 1. Scanner C (SC) quadrant 0 counts detected by EUVE during the all-sky survey. Visible in the image 
are emission from interplanetary and geocoronal He and extinction due to geocoronal He. See text for a 
discussion of image features and explanation of scan azimuth (co) and Earth ecliptic longitude (1o). The data 
are displayed in a linear brightness scale. 

properly scaled (by 0.66), to remove detector background from 
MW quadrant 1 results in no detected emission. To minimize 
variations due to geocoronal He I 584-.• emissions, which 
depend strongly on spacecraft local time and have a broad, 
nearly flat minimum centered near orbital midnight, we have 
excluded data taken near orbital dusk and dawn where the 

geocorona is changing rapidly. (The He I 584-• line in the 
geocorona has a line-center vertical optical depth above 520 
km of about 10 [e.g., Bush and Chakrabarti, 1995], so that while 
multiple scattering is important and accounts for the ---1 Ray- 
leigh of geocoronal emission seen antisunward when EUVE is 
in the Earth's shadow, single scattering is still very important 
and results in a considerable increase in signal as EUVE and 
its line of sight move across the shadow boundary into sun- 
light.) The LW count rate was calibrated in the same manner 
as for SC, using 12 = 1.3 x 10 -4 andA e = 0.18 cm 2 at 584 • 
(LW geometric area is 72.44 cm2), giving an instrument sensi- 
tivity of 1.9 _+ 0.4 counts s -• R -•. 

Figure 3 shows the LW 584-.• brightness obtained in the 
manner just described plotted as a function of Earth orbital 
position. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we have aver- 
aged the data into 1-day bins. A comparison with solar F lo.7 

flux from the same period of time shows that the LW data 
reflect substantial variations in the solar He I 584-.• flux. The 
bottom panel shows the normalized LW counts after division 
by the solar F•o .7 curve and multiplication by the average F•o .7 
value over the all-sky survey time period. Several features are 
apparent in the LW data, including downwind solar gravita- 
tional focusing of the interplanetary He and line extinction of 
interplanetary He I emission by the geocorona. 

Table 2. Analyzed Scanner Observing Periods 

Number of 

Starting UT Ending UT Orbits a •½b 

Oct. 1, 1992, 1312 Oct. 2, 1992, 2301 22 
Nov. 7, 1992, 0335 Nov. 7, 1992, 2134 12 
Dec. 31, 1992, 1739 Jan. 2, 1993, 0504 23 
Jan. 7, 1993, 1235 Jan. 8, 1993, 2359 23 
Jan. 21, 1993, 0847 Jan. 21, 1993, 2023 8 
Feb. 15, 1993, 0331 Feb. 16, 1993, 1456 23 

7.90-9.2 ø 

42.50-43.3 ø 
101.2ø-102.8 ø 
108.7ø-110.3 ø 
123.6ø-124.1 ø 

148.7ø-150.1 ø 

aNumber of consecutive orbits averaged. 
t•Earth ecliptic longitude range. 
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4. Model Description 
Three separate models were combined to simulate the emis- 

sions observed by EUVE. First, an interplanetary He emission 
model adapted from Dalaudier et al. [1984] was used to fit 
interplanetary emission features. Second, we have developed a 
simple geocoronal extinction model that computes the trans- 
mission of interplanetary emission as a function of EUVE 
observing geometry. Finally, we have incorporated output from 
a geocoronal emission model [Bush and Chakrabarti, 1995] to 
fit the observed emission from the geocorona. 

The interplanetary He emission model of Dalaudier et al. 
[1984] was developed to analyze data from the Prognoz 6 
satellite, which had photometers oriented in directions similar 
to EUVE during the all-sky survey. Thus the model required 
only slight modification in order to apply it to our data set. 
Parameters in the model are the He temperature before per- 
turbation by the Sun (To), the ecliptic longitude (A) and lati- 
tude (c b) of the downwind direction, the wind speed (v) with 
respect to the Sun, the Doppler width (Avz>) and red shift 
(Arc) of the solar 584-• line [Chassefi•re et al., 1988], the 
lifetime of the interplanetary He against ionization loss at 1 
AU (T), and the ratio of solar radiation pressure to gravita- 
tional force (/.•). Plate 2 shows the 584-• brightness distribu- 
tion computed with the model for both the SC and LW look 
directions using the same geometry as in Plate 1 and Figure 3. 
Parameter values used were T O = 6700 K, X = 74 ø, •b = -6ø, 
v=26kms -a, AvD= 60kms -a, Avc=0kms -a,,=8X 
10 6 S, and g = 0. Note the general agreement with interplan- 
etary He brightness patterns seen in Plates 1 and 2. Geocoro- 
nal extinction has not been included in Plate 2 in order to 

highlight only interplanetary emission. 
The degree of geocoronal line extinction is determined by 

the relative shapes and central wavelengths of the interplane- 
tary and geocoronal He lines (Figure 4). Maximum extinction 
occurs when the relative speed between the Earth and the 
interplanetary He in a given look direction is at a minimum, 
and thus the extinction is highly dependent upon Xo. In Feb- 
ruary and March, when Earth is moving upwind, maximum 
extinction occurs in look directions defining a great circle 
roughly perpendicular to the wind direction and Earth's orbital 
direction. As a result, extinction is seen in the antisolar direc- 
tion as well as toward the ecliptic poles (see Plate 1 and Figure 
3). In June, Earth is moving perpendicularly to the wind, and 
extinction is seen only toward the ecliptic poles. In August and 
September, Earth is moving in the downwind direction. Be- 
cause the wind speed is similar to Earth's orbital speed, ex- 
tinction occurs in all look directions. In December, Earth is 
once again moving perpendicularly to the wind, but because 
the Sun's gravity has a highly dispersive influence on the He 
velocity distribution, extinction is not apparent. For other 
Earth orbital positions the extinction can be characterized as 
intermediate to the extreme cases discussed above. 

For this initial study we adopted a simplistic approach to 
modeling the extinction. First, the geocoronal absorption line 
was modeled using a Voigt profile with a vertical line-center 
optical depth of 10, adjusted for air mass, and a temperature of 
1000 K. The interplanetary He emission line was computed by 
dividing a line of sight into distance bins, computing the 
weighted line profile for each bin, and integrating along the 
line of sight. The emission line profile in a given distance bin 
was computed by assuming a Gaussian shape with temperature 
equal to T o, weighting the line by relative density and ioniza- 

10 

8 

18 
8 

6 

• ß DSS 584 Ang. 
Solar F10.7 Flux 

ß 

¾ ß 

: : : ,, : : • , • .... ::::::::::::::::::::::: 

•'D;•n•vi'nd Direction 

• • Geocoron• ß Extinction 

•ll•[•,l•' ••l!l$ , • Upwind Direction 

0 90 180 270 360 

Earth Ecliptic Longitude (o) 
Figure 3. (top) Antisolar He I 584-• brightness observed 
with the long wavelength spectrometer on EUVE during the 
all-sky survey. Also plotted are solar F ao.7 fluxes (scaled to fit 
on plot) obtained during the same period. (bottom) He I 
brightness normalized by Fa o. 7 flux to remove solar variations. 
The He focusing cone in the downwind direction is apparent at 
longitude 76 ø, as is geocoronal extinction at -150 ø. 

tion loss factors [see Dalaudier et al., 1984], weighting by solar 
flux using the speed and distance of the bin relative to the Sun 
and the solar line shape (assumed to be a Gaussian with given 
value of A vD), multiplying the profile by the length of the 
distance bin, and finally shifting the line in wavelength to 
account for the relative speed between the bin and the Earth. 
Our He emission line model could be categorized as a "mod- 
ified cold model," as defined by Meier [1977]. As such, it does 
not take into account modification of the He velocity distribu- 
tion by the Sun's gravity (i.e., the effective temperature at a 
particular point may be different from To). Nevertheless, for 
the present study in which we seek, in part, to confirm that 
certain features in our data set are caused by geocoronal ex- 
tinction, we feel that our emission line model provides a rep- 
resentation adequately close to the true emission line shape 
(Figure 5). We note further that the He emission model used 
to fit overall emission patterns [Dalaudier et al., 1984] is indeed 
a "hot model." Having computed the approximate shape of the 
He emission line for a given look direction, an effective geo- 
coronal extinction factor Tr was computed by 

f lxe -• dX 
ix dX 

(2) 

where Ix and e -*• represent the interplanetary He emission 
line and geocoronal absorption line shapes, respectively. 

To model the brightness contribution from the geocorona, 
which is superimposed on the interplanetary He emission, we 
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Plate 2. Model He wind brightness distribution for the observing geometry of the SC (in red) and LW (solid 
curve) instruments. The model output is shown with arbitrary brightness scales. Geocoronal emission and 
extinction are not included. 

have used the output from a model developed by Bush and 
Chakrabarti [1995]. The model output gives the global distri- 
bution of geocoronal emission, bracketing the look directions 
sampled by EUVE. The model output was interpolated for the 
viewing geometry of each of the six SC cases analyzed here 
(Table 2). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Model Fits 

For this study of the EUVE He 1 584-fk diffuse background 
we have chosen to use our combined model to fit SC data from 

six observing periods (Table 2) and LW spectrometer data 
from the entire survey. These data were chosen primarily be- 
cause the interplanetary He gravitational focusing cone was 
detected in each case. The presence of this emission peak and 
of geocoronal extinction facilitates the determination of the 
interplanetary He wind vector and temperature, the parame- 
ters that we can most precisely constrain with our data set. 

Least squares best fit parameter values were determined 
iteratively for each observing period in Table 2. For each free 
parameter, five model runs were performed, each with a dif- 
ferent value for the parameter being varied. All other param- 

eters were held fixed at their current best fit value. For each 

case the model output was fit to the data by scaling the inter- 
planetary emission model output (including geocoronal extinc- 
tion), by scaling the interpolated geocoronal emission model 
output, and by adding an offset to the geocoronal emission. In 
some SC cases a slope was introduced to the geocoronal offset 
to arrive at an improved overall fit. The geocoronal slopes and 
offsets were intended to account for temporal/spatial varia- 
tions in the geocoronal He distribution which were not part of 
the geocoronal model. A )(2 value was obtained from each fit, 
and a parabola was fit to the five values of )(2 as a function of 
parameter value. The new best fit value for the parameter 
being varied was taken from the minimum of the parabola. 
This process was repeated several times, each time starting 
with the best fit parameters from the previous iteration. 

For this initial study we have chosen to fit the parameters to 
which our data are most sensitive, i.e., He wind speed v, 
ecliptic latitude ½ (SC data only) and longitude X (LW data 
only), and temperature T o . The other parameters were held 
fixed at A vo = 60 km s -• (allowed to vary in LW analysis), 
Arc = 0 km s -1, and r = 8 x 106 s. The resulting fits are 
shown in Figure 6 (SC) and Figure 7 (LW) and summarized in 
Table 3. 
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5.2. Scanner C Results 

In the case of the SC data we find that under this observing 
geometry the wind model brightness distribution is most sen- 
sitive to the wind vector latitude qb, followed by the wind speed 
v, and least sensitive to changes in wind temperature To. The 
wind longitude A was held fixed at the LW best fit value of 76 ø. 
In all six cases the wind speed v and the wind latitude tb were 
treated as free parameters, but only for the October 1992 and 
February 1993 cases was the temperature T O freely varied. The 
reason is that for the other four cases the Earth was closer to 

the downwind direction, causing the gravitational focusing 
cone to appear spatially broad. The fact that the emission peak 
was much broader than the October 1992 and February 1993 
cases led to the model being insensitive to changes in To. 
Therefore the best value of 6900 K from the October 1992 and 

February 1993 periods was assumed for these four cases. Av- 
erages of the best fit parameters are given in Table 3. 

For SC cases when distinct geocoronal extinction features 
are evident near the ecliptic poles, the model correctly repro- 
duced their location but typically underestimated their depths 
(Figure 6). This may be partly due to the use of a modified cold 
model for the interplanetary He emission line shape and/or a 
larger geocoronal optical depth. Using a hot model, Wu and 
Judge [1979] have shown that depending upon look direction, 
the He emission line can appear significantly colder or hotter 
than To, the temperature of the He before it is perturbed by 
the Sun. A modified cold model cannot fully reproduce this 
effect because it does not take into account the modification of 

the He velocity distribution (i.e., the distribution about the He 
bulk motion vector) by the Sun's gravity. The different appar- 
ent He temperatures that would be produced by a hot model 
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Figure 4. Relative shapes of the solar and interplanetary 
emission lines and the geocoronal absorption line profile. A 
Doppler width of 60 km s -• was used for the solar line, and 
temperatures of 6500 K and 1000 K were used for the inter- 
planetary and geocoronal features, respectively. An optical 
depth of 10 at line center was used for the geocoronal absorp- 
tion line. Because of the relative motions of the interplanetary 
He with respect to the Sun and Earth, these lines will be shifted 
relative to each other, leading to variations in the scattered 
solar flux and extinction by the geocorona. 
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Figure 5. Interplanetary He emission line profiles produced 
for this study compared with model lines from Meier [1977]. 
For these simulations the orbital position of the Earth was 90 ø 
beyond the downwind direction so that the antisolar direction 
was perpendicular to the wind vector. Line profiles are shown 
for look directions directly upwind and downwind. The smaller 
upwind profile is due to He that has passed around the Sun; 
note that this population moves at a speed similar to the Earth 
for the viewing circumstances simulated here. 

may increase the depth of the extinction features in some 
cases. Despite its shortcomings, the modified cold model used 
here does succeed in reproducing the general appearance of 
the extinction features, indicating that they are indeed consis- 
tent with line extinction by geocoronal He. Further modeling 
of the extinction using a hot model should yield more infor- 
mation about the He velocity distribution. 

Because solar 584-• output was not measured during the 
EUVE observations, the product of the solar 584-• line flux 
and the interplanetary He density can be determined, but not 
each parameter individually. By assuming a reasonable He 
density (rtHe) of 0.01 cm -3 [M6bius et al., 1995], we have 
determined the solar 584-• line center flux Fx for each of the 
six SC cases (Table 3). The Fx values in Table 3 have been 
multiplied by 2 to account for the He I scattering phase func- 
tion [e.g., see Meier, 1977], which reduces the scattering effi- 
ciency # by a factor of 2 for a scattering angle of 90 ø (i.e., the 
SC observing geometry). We note that this is an approximation 
because the scattering angle along a SC line of sight becomes 
more backscattering with increasing distance from Earth. 
However, most of the interplanetary He I flux along a SC line 
of sight originates near Earth and the phase function is slowly 
varying around 90 ø , indicating that our approximation is justi- 
fied. A comparison of our F x values with concurrent solar 
F•o.7 shows evidence of a correlation (Figure 8). When ad- 
justed to the same scale, five of the six SC Fx values fall very 
near the F•o.7 curve. The one point (December 1992) that 
does not correlate well with F•o.7 may be influenced by the 
relatively poor model fit for that time period (see Figure 6). 
Neglecting this "bad" data point, a least squares fit gives 

Fx = 0.0094F10.7 + 0.22, (3) 
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Figure 6. Averaged SC data for various Earth ecliptic longitudes compared with model fits. The downwind 
gravitational focusing cone is apparent in each case near the ecliptic plane (scan angles of 90 ø or 270ø), but 
geocoronal extinction is seen near the ecliptic poles (scan angles of 0 ø or 180 ø) only in cases when the Earth 
was moving in the upwind direction. 

for Fx in units of 10 •ø photons cm -2 s -1 •t -1 and F•o.7 in 
10 -22 J m -2 s -• Hz -1. The correlation shown in Figure 8 is 
somewhat surprising, considering that the brightness of the 
foreground geocoronal He was also a free parameter, and 
lends added confidence to our fits. We note that previous 
models of F•o.7 as a proxy for solar EUV emission are based 
partly upon linear relationships such as the one found here 
[e.g., see Tobiska and Barth, 1990; Richards et al., 1994]. Solar 
584-• line center fluxes predicted by these models, assuming a 
constant Gaussian solar line with A vr• = 60 km s -•, are in 
approximate agreement with the values given by (3). 

5.3. Long Wavelength Spectrometer Results 

The LW model fit is shown in Figure 7. We find that the 
ecliptic longitude of the emission peak gives a precise measure 
of the wind ecliptic longitude, just as the location of the emis- 
sion peak in the SC data gives the wind latitude. The X value 
obtained through model fits of the LW data is 76 _ 0.4 ø (Table 
3). The model also predicts a depression due to geocoronal 
extinction at •140ø-150 ø, which corresponds to a decrease in 
brightness in the data. A similar model extinction feature at 
=10ø-20 ø is not apparent in the data; however, the imperfect 
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Figure 7. Long wavelength spectrometer brightness com- 
pared with best fit model curve. A narrow solar line was re- 
quired with A vr• -- 30 km s-1 in order to fit the depth of the 
depression in the upwind direction (=260ø). The low bright- 
ness in the upwind direction may be partly due to seasonal 
variations in the geocorona. 
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Table 3. Best Fit Model Parameters 

Fx, photons 
Date Instrument v, km s -• tb, deg A, deg To, K cm -2 s -•/•-• 

Oct. 1, 1992 SC 27.5 _+ 0.4 -5.9 _+ 0.04 76 a 7340 _+ 240 1.3 _+ 0.3 x 10 •ø 
Nov. 7, 1992 SC 26.3 _+ 0.9 -4.9 _+ 0.1 76 a 6900 b 1.4 _+ 0.3 x l0 w 
Dec. 31, 1992 SC 28.1 _+ 0.7 -5.3 _+ 0.2 76 a 6900 b 1.5 _+ 0.3 x l0 w 
Jan. 7, 1993 SC 23.5 _+ 0.4 -6.4 _+ 0.1 76 a 6900 • 1.3 _+ 0.3 x 10 m 
Jan. 21, 1993 SC 25.3 _+ 0.9 -5.4 _+ 0.2 76 a 6900 • 1.1 _+ 0.2 x 10 m 
Feb. 15, 1993 SC 27.6 _+ 0.3 -5.3 +_ 0.02 76 a 6670 _+ 190 1.5 +_ 0.3 x 10 m 
AntiSun LW 26.4 c -5.5 c 76.0 _+ 0.4 6900 • 1.5 -+ 0.3 x l0 w 
March 1993 d SC 26.2 _+ 0.3 -4.3 _+ 0.1 76 a 6900 • '" 
Mean ... 26.4 _+ 1.5 -5.4 _+ 0.6 76.0 _+ 0.4 6900 _+ 600 1.4 _+ 0.3 x 10 •ø 

aFrom long wavelength spectrometer (LW) model fit. 
bFrom scanner C (SC) model fits (Oct. 1, 1992, and Feb. 15, 1993, cases). 
•From SC model fits (all cases). 
dFrom geocoronal extinction features. 

correction for solar variations in the range 3000-50 ø longitude 
may hide the feature. A narrow solar line (Avr, = 30 km s -•) 
was required to fit the depth of the brightness depression 
observed in the upwind direction (=260 ø longitude). This line 
width is much narrower than the value (60 km s -•) held fixed 
in the SC model fits, and using such a narrow solar line leads 
to significantly poorer fits in the six SC cases. This discrepancy 

may be due to a changing solar line width (although a factor of 
2 variability is extremely unlikely) and/or seasonal variations in 
the geocorona (a constant geocoronal offset was used in the 
model fit in Figure 7). We note further that it is possible that 
the fits to the SC data using a narrow solar line could be 
improved by introducing a small red shift to the solar line, as 
done by Chassefibre et al. [1988]. The Fx value of 1.5 + 0.3 x 
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Figure 8. (top) Fx values determined from model fits plotteod with solar 10.7-cm fluxes obtained during the 
same time period. The F• 0.7 values have been fit to the 584-A fluxes via the derived linear relation noted on 
the plot. (bottom) Least squares fit to Fx versus F•o.7 , excluding the most deviant Fx data point in the top 
panel. 
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Figure 9. Geocoronal extinction features from March 1993 compared with model fits using different He flow 
speeds and latitudes. Changing the wind speed affects the angular separation of the extinction features, 
whereas altering the wind latitude causes a shift in their absolute positions. Thus the extinction features allow 
independent determination of the wind speed and latitude. "North" and "south" indicate look directions 
toward the ecliptic north and south poles. 

10 •ø photons cm -2 s -• •-• (Table 3) derived for the LW data 
(again assuming nile = 0.01 cm -3) is consistent with those 
derived from the SC data. The geocoronal background level 
obtained from the fit shown in Figure 7 is 1 R, consistent with 
values determined from the SC data. 

5.4. Geocoronal Extinction 

The geocoronal extinction features detected by SC can also 
be used to constrain the He flow vector. More specifically, the 
angular separation of the ecliptic north and south features is 
sensitive to the wind speed, whereas their position is sensitive 
to the wind latitude (Figure 9). We applied our geocoronal 
extinction model to the March 1993 SC data, in which the 
extinction features appear very narrow and deep but no inter- 
planetary He emission feature is evident. By fitting only the 
data ranges surrounding the extinction features, we obtained 
values of v = 26.2 __ 0.3 km s -• and (b = -4.3 _+ 0.1 ø (Table 
3), indicating that while the extinction model requires further 
refinement, the extinction features do give an independent 
measure of the wind speed and latitude. 

The shapes of the geocoronal extinction features are func- 
tions of the shapes of the interplanetary and geocoronal He I 
584-• lines. In essence, the extinction features result from a 
convolution of these lines. Thus the geocoronal absorption line 
acts as a sliding "notch" filter and in principle may be used to 
invert the observed extinction features to obtain the He wind 

emission line profile for specific observing geometries. In com- 
bination with an improved extinction model, inversion of the 

data should provide a valuable test of hot models of the He 
velocity distribution. 

5.5. Comparison With Previous Results 

Because of the various methods of measurement and ob- 

serving geometries, direct comparisons between interplanetary 
He measurements are not possible in all cases. Two EUV 
resonance scattering observations of He 1584-• emission sam- 
pled viewing geometries similar to those of EUVE during the 
all-sky survey. The Prognoz 6 data [Dalaudier et al., 1984] were 
obtained with a viewing geometry most similar to that of 
EUVE. In a comparison of data taken with similar viewing 
geometry, the Prognoz 6 lateral channel data from October 
1977 show brightnesses that are essentially the same as those 
from January 21 and February 15, 1993, shown in Figure 6, 
consistent with the similar solar F•o.7 fluxes during these pe- 
riods. Mariner 10 observations [Ajello, 1978] also resulted in 
some He measurements made with viewing geometries similar 
to Prognoz 6 and EUVE. However, Mariner 10 was 0.75 AU 
from the Sun rather than 1 AU, and the higher brightnesses 
measured by Mariner 10 are consistent with being closer to the 
Sun. Further modeling is required to determine if a change of 
0.25 AU can account for the factor of ---5 difference in bright- 
ness between data from 0.75 and 1 AU. 

To conclude our discussion of the EUVE data, we compare 
our modeling results with previous He parameters obtained 
using various methods. Figure 10 shows our values for the He 
flow direction, speed, and temperature compared with values 
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obtained previously using in situ charged and neutral particle 
data, solar resonance scattering, and interstellar absorption. 
Our values compare well with the results of other methods and 
data sets, suggesting that we are converging upon the true 
values of the interplanetary He wind vector and temperature 
and, by extension, the conditions of the local ISM. We con- 
clude that our He temperature and flow speed are consistent 
with the theoretical and observational result that interplane- 
tary H is warmer and slower than He due to passage through 
the heliopause [Lallement, 1993]. 

6. Summary 
Our analysis of EUVE observations of interplanetary and 

g½ocoronal He has yielded values of the interplanetary He 
wind speed, direction, and temperature that are generally con- 
sistent with previous measurements using a variety of methods. 
We have determined these parameters to be v = 26.4 _+ 1.5 
km s -1, •b = -5.4 _+ 0.6% ,• = 76.0 _ 0.4% and To = 6900 _+ 
600 K, based upon analysis and modeling of He I 584-• 
emission and g½ocoronal extinction detected by EUVE's scan- 
ner C and long wavelength spectrometer during the all-sky 
survey from July 1992 to July 1993. The consistency of our 
results with those of previous studies indicates that we are 
converging upon the true values of these parameters, which 
will aid studies of the interstellar medium and its interaction 

with the h½liosphcr½. 
A unique aspect of the EUVE data set is the presence of the 

signature of extinction of interplanetary He emission by g½o- 
coronal He. We have taken advantage of this phenomenon to 
demonstrate that it can be used to independently measure v 
and •b, and we suggest that the extinction may be used to obtain 
interplanetary He line profiles. A similar phenomenon occurs 
with interplanetary H I Ly a and has been analyzed by Cazes et 
al. [1981]. 

Subsequent work will consist of analysis and modeling of 
unstudied portions of our data set, which will lead to refine- 
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Figure 10a. Comparison of results from this work and pre- 
vious results using various methods for determining the inter- 
planetary He wind vector. The solid circle indicates this work 
(UV scattering); the diamond, Witte et al. [1996] (neutral He); 
the triangle, Holzer [1989] (UV scattering); the square, Bertin 
et al. [1993] (UV absorption); and the cross, Dalaudier et al. 
[1984] (UV scattering). 
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Figure 10b. Comparison of results from this work and pre- 
vious results for wind temperature. The solid circles indicate 
this work (UV scattering); the diamond, Witte et al. [1996] 
(neutral He); the triangle, Mobius et al. [1995] (pickup ions); 
the square, Chassefi•re et al. [1988] (UV scattering); the cross, 
Bertin et al. [1993] (UV absorption); and the open circle, Da- 
laudier et al. [1984] (UV scattering). 

ment of our interplanetary He parameters. To support this 
work, further modifications of our model are planned. First, we 
will employ a hot model to more precisely compute model He 
emission line shapes. Second, to increase self-consistency of 
the model, the modeling of geocoronal extinction will result 
from both the improved model He emission lines and from the 
use of time- and geometry-specific geocoronal model output. 
The geocoronal model should also result in a greater under- 
standing of the distribution and variability of He in the geoco- 
rona by fitting observed geocoronal brightness levels. Our mea- 
sured He emission line shapes will be compared with hot 
model line profiles. We also plan to experiment with alterna- 
tive solar He I line profiles, including possible self-absorption 
and red shifts. 
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